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Royal Hotel, Lambton Quay, Wellington in relation to Waterside Widow of Thorndon Quay - Part II of the Story of a New Zealand Family Ballance Street, Thorndon, off Lambton Quay, is named after the Hon. "This stone is erected by the affectionate widow of the late John Pearce, late of.. 2, No. 3 and 4, pp. 25 and 17, gives a detailed account of Cuba Street in the 'sixties.. The N.Z. Steam Navigation Company's building, a part of Boulcott Street, and the Widow of Thorndon Quay - Part II of the Story of a New Zealand Family New Zealand Company - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Title: Widow of Thorndon Quay: part II of The story of a New Zealand family /. Publisher: Wellington: Pigeon Press, 1981N.Z.. Physical Description: 262p. Widow of Thorndon Quay: Part II of The Story of a New Zealand. Part I published Whatamongo Bay, N.Z.: Cape Catley, 1974 under title: The story Widow of Thorndon Quay: part II of The story of a New Zealand family / Celia saw two whales this twenty eight day of may in. - Bowen Galleries The New Zealand Company later established settlements at Wellington, Nelson,. 2 Revival of colonisation efforts 3 The New Zealand Land Company 4 The 1839 Wakefield, who had grown up in a family with roots in philanthropy and.. bought two million acres 8,000 km² and sold part of it directly to settlers – as well